
A Semantic Basis for the TerminationAnalysis of Logic Programs �Michael Codish Cohavit TabochDepartment of Mathematics and Computer ScienceBen-Gurion University of the NegevBeer-Sheva, Israelfmcodish,tabochg@cs.bgu.ac.ilAbstractThis paper presents a formal semantic basis for the termination analysisof logic programs. The semantics exhibits the termination properties ofa logic program through its binary unfoldings | a possibly in�nite set ofbinary clauses. Termination of a program P and goal G is determinedby the absence of an in�nite chain in the binary unfoldings of P startingwith G. The result is of practical use as basing termination analysison a formal semantics facilitates both the design and implementation ofanalyzers. A simple Prolog interpreter for binary unfoldings coupled withan abstract domain based on symbolic norm constraints is proposed as animplementation vehicle. We illustrate its application using two recentlyproposed abstract domains. Both techniques are implemented using astandard CLP(R) library. The combination of an interpreter for binaryunfoldings and a constraint solver simpli�es the design of the analyzer andimproves its e�ciency signi�cantly.1 IntroductionThis paper provides a declarative (�xed-point) semantics which captures ter-mination properties of logic programs. Several semantic de�nitions for logicprograms have been proposed to capture various notions of observables: thestandard minimalmodel semantics models logical consequences, the c-semanticsand the s-semantics [20] model correct and computed answers respectively, thesemantic de�nition of [22] models the notion of call patterns, etc. In this paperwe show that the de�nition of [22] is suitable to model also the terminationproperties of programs. This provides a formal semantic basis for the analysisof termination of logic programs based on abstract interpretation [12].We study left termination, i.e. the universal termination of logic programsexecuted by means of LD-resolution, which consists of SLD-resolution combined�This work was supported by a grant from the Israel Science Foundation



with Prolog's leftmost selection rule. By universal termination we refer to thetermination of all computations of a given atomic initial goal. This correspondsto the �niteness of the corresponding SLD tree. The results can easily be gen-eralized to consider any local selection rule and non-atomic initial goals.In general, to prove that a logic program terminates for a given goal it is su�-cient to identify a strict decrease in some measure over a well founded domain onthe consecutive calls in its computations. The majority of termination analyzesfor logic programs apply this common approach but focus on di�erent aspectsof proving termination of programs. Several papers ([19, 6, 37]) handle theproblem of inferring norms and well founded orders. Others ([16, 37, 7, 25, 4])present techniques for computing inter|argument relations, an essential com-ponent in any termination analysis. The analysis presented in [35] shows how toinfer classes of terminating queries using approximations in Natural and Booleanconstraint domains. The work of [18] describes an approach which integratesall the components of the termination analysis and produces termination proofsby solving linear constraints. Several implemented systems are described in[38, 31]. An extensive survey of the most common techniques is given in [15].This paper focuses on the semantics basis for termination analysis. Oursemantics, similar to the de�nition of [22] is based on the notion of binaryunfoldings. The idea to use (binary) clauses as semantic objects which capturecall patterns �rst appeared in [24, 23]. This semantics is shown to correspond tothe transitive closure of a binary relation which relates consecutive calls selectedin a computation. Non-termination for a speci�c goal implies the existence ofa corresponding in�nite chain in this relation. Consequently, the semanticsof binary unfoldings provides a basis for the analysis of termination using thetechniques of abstract interpretation: it captures the termination propertieswhile abstracting away from other details present in an operational semanticssuch as those based on SLD trees. This is the main contribution of the paper.Our approach facilitates also the implementation of termination analyzeswhich are obtained directly by applying abstract interpretation and widening[13] techniques to the binary unfolding semantics. In contrast, previous worksapply abstract interpretation to standard semantic de�nitions to derive prop-erties of a program which are then used in a second phase to reason about itstermination behavior. As an implementation vehicle, we introduce a simpleProlog interpreter which computes the binary unfoldings of a given program.Although, in general impractical, as such a computation is non-terminating,when coupled with a suitable technique of abstraction, a termination analyzeris obtained.For abstraction, we adopt the approach described in [40, 16, 31] where termi-nation analysis is obtained by �rst abstracting a given program by replacing eachterm in the program by its size as determined by a suitable norm function. Theresulting abstract program expresses relations on the sizes of the program's ar-gument positions. In [40, 31, 16, 37], the authors present techniques to compute�nite approximations of these relations and illustrate their use in the analysis of2



termination properties. In our approach, the abstract binary unfoldings relatethe sizes of arguments in subsequent calls of a computation. Termination isguaranteed by checking that the size of some argument positions decreases insubsequent calls to the same predicate. We describe two di�erent techniquesto provide �nite approximations of the binary unfoldings of the program, andillustrate their use in proving termination. One is based on linear size relations[25, 4, 14], and the other on monotonicity and equality constraints [7, 31]. Bothtechniques are implemented using readily available constraint logic program-ming techniques. A working implementation is accessible for experimentationat http://www.cs.bgu.ac.il/~taboch/TerminWeb. A preliminary version ofthis paper appeared as [10].2 PreliminariesIn the following we assume a familiarity with the standard de�nitions and nota-tion for logic programs [33] and abstract interpretation [12]. We assume a �rstorder language with a �xed vocabulary of predicate symbols, function symbolsand variables denoted �;� and V. We let T (�;V) denote the set of terms con-structed using symbols from � and variables from V; Atom denotes the set ofatoms constructed using predicate symbols from � and terms from T (�;V). Agoal is a �nite sequence of atoms. The set of goals is denoted by Atom�. Theempty goal is denoted by true. Substitutions and their operations are de�nedas usual. The most general uni�er of syntactic objects s1 and s2 is denotedmgu(s1; s2). A syntactic object s1 is more general than a syntactic object s2denoted s2 � s1 if there exists a substitution � such that s2 = s1�.A clause is an object of the form head  body where head is an atom andbody is a goal. If body consists of at most one atom then the clause is said to bebinary. The set of binary clauses is denoted =. A binary clause can be viewedas a relation \ " on Atom � (Atom [ ftrueg). An identity clause is a binaryclause of the form p(�x )  p(�x ) where �x denotes a tuple of distinct variables.Identity clauses play a technical role in the de�nition of the �xed point semanticspresented below. These clauses are identities with respect to the operation ofunfolding. Namely, unfolding a clause C with an identity clause gives back theclause C . We denote by id the set of identity clauses over the given alphabet.A variable renaming is a substitution that is a bijection on V. Two syntacticobjects t1 and t2 are equivalent up to renaming if t1� = t2 for some variablerenaming �. Given an equivalence class X of syntactic objects and a �nite setof variables V , it is always possible to �nd a representative x of X that containsno variables from V . For a syntactic object s and a set of equivalence classes ofobjects I , we denote by hc1; : : : ; cni <<s I that c1; : : : ; cn are representatives ofelements of I renamed apart from s and from each other. Note that for n = 0(the empty tuple) h i <<s I holds vacuously for any I and s (in particular ifI = ;). In the discussion that follows, we will be concerned with sets of binary3



clauses modulo renaming. For simplicity of exposition, we will abuse notationand assume that a (binary) clause represents its equivalence class. The powerset of = is denoted }(=).3 Operational semanticsThe operational semantics for logic programs is formalized as usual in terms of atransition relation on goals. A pair in the relation corresponds to the reductionof a goal with a renamed clause from the program.De�nition 3.1 (LD-resolution)Let P be a logic program. An LD-resolution step for P is the smallest relation;P � Atom� �Atom� such that G;PG 0 if and only if1. G = ha1; : : : ; ak i,2. h  b1; : : : ; bn <<G P, 3. # = mgu(a1; h), and4. G 0 = hb1; : : : ; bn ; a2; : : : ; aki#.We sometimes write G #;P G 0 to indicate explicitly the substitution # associatedwith the resolution step.De�nition 3.2 (LD-derivation)Let P be a logic program and G0 an initial goal. An LD-derivation of P and G0is a (�nite or in�nite) sequence of goals consecutively related by LD-resolutionsteps, such that the renamed clause used in each derivation step is variabledisjoint from the initial query, the substitutions and the renamed clauses usedat earlier steps. If G0 #1;P G1 : : : #n;P Gn is a derivation and # = #1 � � � � � #nthen we write G0 #;�P Gn . If there is an in�nite derivation of the form G0 #1;PG1 : : : #n;P Gn : : : then we say that G0 is non-terminating with P.The following is an operational de�nition for the notions of calls and answers.De�nition 3.3 (calls and answers)Let P be a program and G0 be a goal. We say that A is a call in a derivation ofG0 with P if and only if G0 ;�P hA; : : :i. We denote by callsP(G0) the set ofcalls in the computations of G0 with P. We say that G0� is an answer for G0with P if G0 �;�P true. The set of answers for G0 with P are denoted ansP (G0).The calls-to relation speci�es the dependencies between calls in a computa-tion and serves as a convenient link between the operational and denotationalsemantics with regards to observing termination.De�nition 3.4 (calls-to relation ,!)We say that there is a call from a to b in a computation of the goal G0 withthe program P, denoted a P;G0,! b, if a 2 callsP(G0) and b 2 callsP (a). When4



clear from the context we write a ,! b or a #,! b to emphasize that # is thesubstitution associated with a corresponding derivation from hai to hb; : : :i.The following lemma provides the connection between termination and thecalls-to relation.Lemma 3.5 (observing termination in the calls-to relation)Let P be a program and G0 be a goal. Then, there is an in�nite derivation forG0 with P if and only if there is an in�nite chain in the calls-to relation.Proof.(() Immediate by the de�nition of the calls-to relation. Since two relatedcalls are in di�erent derivation steps, then an in�nite chain of calls impliesan in�nite derivation.()) We show that for each k , there is a chain a0 ,! � � � ,! ak such that thegoal hak i has an in�nite derivation with P .base: Let G0 = c1; : : : ; cn . We pick a0 to be ci#0 such that G0 #0;�h(ci ; : : : ; cn)#0i and such that hci#0i has an in�nite derivation withP . Such an atom must exist since G0 has an in�nite derivation.step: Assume the existence of a chain a0 ,! � � � ,! ak such that ak hasan in�nite derivation � = g0; g1; g2; : : : with P where g0 = hak i. Weshow that there exists an atom ak+1 such that ak ,! ak+1 which hasan in�nite derivation with P . Let g1 = hb1; : : : ; bmi. We pick ak+1to be bj#k such that hak i #k;� h(bj ; : : : ; bm)#k i, and hbj#k i has anin�nite derivation. Such consecutive state must exist since hak i hasan in�nite derivation. 24 Denotational SemanticsAs a basis for termination analysis, we adopt a simpli�cation of the goal inde-pendent semantics for call patterns de�ned in [22]. The de�nition is given as the�xed point of an operator T �P over the domain of binary clauses. Intuitively, abinary clause a  b speci�es that a call to a in a computation implies a subse-quent call to b. A clause of the form a  true is a fact, and indicates a successpattern. We refer to this semantics as de�ning the set of binary unfoldings of aprogram. Given any set I of binary clauses, T �P(I ) is constructed by unfoldingpre�xes of clause bodies to obtain new binary clauses. Let h  b1; : : : ; bm be aclause in P : 5



(1) for each 1 � i � m, we unfold b1; : : : ; bi�1 with facts h1; : : : ; hi�1 from Ito obtain a corresponding instance of h  bi .(2) for each 1 � i � m we unfold b1; : : : ; bi�1 with facts from I and we alsounfold bi with a binary clause hi  b from I , which is not a fact (b 6= true),to obtain a corresponding instance of h  b.(3) we unfold b1; : : : ; bm with facts from I to obtain a corresponding instanceof h.This is expressed concisely in the following de�nition. Note the use of theidentity clause in the third line of the de�nition so that cases (1) and (2) coincide,and that (3) computes the standard s-semantics.De�nition 4.1 (binary unfoldings semantics)T �P : }(=)! }(=)T �P (I ) = 8>><>>: (h  b)# �������� C = h  b1; : : : ; bm 2 P ; 1 � i � m;hhj  trueii�1j=1<<C I ;hi  b <<C I [ id ; i < m ) b 6= true# = mgu(hb1; : : : ; bii; hh1; : : : ; hii) 9>>=>>;bin unf (P) = lfp(T �P)It is not di�cult to show that bin unf (P) is closed under unfolding. Namely,if a  b and c  d are renamed apart elements of bin unf (P) such that(d 6= true) and mgu(b; c) = � then (a  d)� is also in bin unf (P). To see whyit is important that d 6= true, consider the programP = � a  b; c:b  true: �The binary unfoldings of P are � a  b; b  true; a  c 	 indicating a callfrom a to b, a call from a to c and a success for b. But there is no binary clausea  true and indeed there is no success for a with P .Example 1 Consider the following logic program P:p(X ;Y ) q(X ); r(Y ); p(X ;Y ):p(X ;Y ) r(X ); r(Y ):p(a; b):q(a): r(b):The binary unfoldings of P are evaluated as follows:1. (T �P )1(;) = � p(A; ) q(A); p(A; ) r(A);p(a; b) true; q(a) true; r(b) true �6



2. (T �P )2(;) = 8<: p(a;A) r(A); p(a; b) p(a; b);p(a; b) q(a); p(a; b) r(a);p(b;A) r(A); p(b; b) true 9=; [ (T �P)1(;)3. (T �P )3(;) = � p(a; b) r(b) 	 [ (T �P )2(;)4. (T �P )4(;) = (T �P )3(;) (�xed point).In [22] and similarly in [9] the authors show that the binary unfoldings ofa program provide a goal independent representation of its success and callpatterns.Proposition 4.2 (observing calls and answers)Let P be a program and G an atomic goal. Then, the computed answers for Gwith P and the calls that arise in the computations of G with P are characterizedrespectively by :1. ansP (G) = � G# ���� h  true 2 bin unf (P);# = mgu(G ; h) �2. callsP (G) = � b# ���� h  b 2 bin unf (P);# = mgu(G ; h) �Example 2 Consider again the program P from Example 1 and the initial goalp(a;X ). Observe that:callsP (p(a;X )) = � q(a); r(a); r(X ); p(a; b); r(b) 	ansP (p(a;X )) = � p(a; b) 	 :This paper illustrates that binary unfoldings exhibit not only the calls andanswers of a program but also its termination properties. This motivates theuse of binary unfoldings as a semantic basis for termination analysis.Theorem 4.3 (observing termination)Let P be a program and G0 be a goal. Then G0 is non-terminating for P if andonly if G0 is non-terminating for bin unf (P).Proof. By Lemma 3.5 it is su�cient to show that there is an in�nite chainin the calls-to relation for G0 with P if and only if there is an in�nite chain inthe calls-to relation for G0 with bin unf (P). We show that in fact the calls-torelations for G0 with P and with bin unf (P) are identical. By Proposition 4.2(2) it follows that for any goal G , callsP (G) = callsbin unf (P)(G). This impliesby De�nition 3.4 thata P;G0,! b () a bin unf(P);G0,! b: 27



iterate  tp beta; fail :iterate  retract(ag);iterate:iterate:cond assert(F ) in database(F ); !:cond assert(F ) assert(F );cond assert(ag):in database(G) functor(G ;N ;A);functor(B ;N ;A); call(B);variant(B ;G); !:
tp beta  user clause(Head ;Body);solve(Head ;Body):solve(Head ; [ ]) cond assert(fact(Head)):solve(Head ; [B jBs]) fact(B);solve(Head ;Bs):solve(Head ; [B jBs]) cond assert(bin(Head ;B)):solve(Head ; [B j ]) bin(B ;C );cond assert(bin(Head ;C )):Figure 1: Prolog interpreter for binary unfoldingsExample 3 Consider the program P from Example 1 which is non-terminatingfor the initial query p(a;X ). The calls-to relation contains the in�nite chainp(a;X ) ,! p(a; b) ,! p(a; b) ,! : : : which can (in this simple case) be observedin the binary unfoldings through the clause p(a; b) p(a; b).We conclude this section with a simple Prolog interpreter illustrated in Fig-ure 1 which computes the binary unfoldings of a program P , if there are �nitelymany of them. This interpreter provides the basis for the bottom-up evaluationof the abstract semantics for termination analysis de�ned in the next sections.The interpreter assumes that each clause h  b1; : : : ; bn in P is repre-sented as a fact of the form user clause(h; [b1; : : : ; bn ]). The interpreter canbe divided conceptually into two components. On the right, the predicatetp beta/0 provides the \logic" and the inner loop of the algorithm which foreach user clause(Head ; Body) in P uses the binary unfoldings derived so far toderive new ones. Each time a new fact F is derived it is asserted to the Prologdatabase as an atom of the form fact(F ). Binary clauses are asserted as atomsof the form bin(H ;B). The predicate cond assert/1 asserts a derived object ifit is new | namely not equivalent to any of those derived so far. The �rst clausein solve/2 computes new facts (as in the standard s-semantics). The secondclause is used to solve pre�xes of the clause body with facts from the database.The last two clauses compute new binary clauses. The control component, onthe left, invokes iterations of tp beta until no new unfoldings are derived. Whena new binary clause is asserted to the Prolog database, a ag is raised (unlessthe ag has already been raised). Iteration terminates when retract(ag) failsin the second clause indicating that nothing new was asserted in the previous8



iteration. Bottom-up evaluation is initiated by the query ?- iterate. whichleaves the result of the evaluation in the Prolog database.Of course, in the general case, the binary unfoldings of a given programare not �nitely computable. For termination analysis the Prolog interpreterdepicted in Figure 1 is coupled with a suitable notion of abstraction and termi-nation analyzes are based on approximations of the binary unfoldings.5 Abstracting the Binary UnfoldingsTheorem 4.3 states that the termination behavior of a program P is equivalentto that of its binary unfoldings and justi�es the use of this semantics as a basisfor termination analysis. Termination analyzes are based on (�nite) descriptionsof the binary unfolding semantics. To determine that an atomic goal G does nothave an in�nite computation with bin unf (P), the analysis derives a (�nite) setof abstract binary unfoldings which approximates the (possibly in�nite) set ofbinary unfoldings of P . A su�cient condition for termination determines thatnone of the elements in this set can represent an in�nite subcomputation us-ing corresponding concrete binary clauses. To this end, we adopt the approachdescribed in [40, 16, 31] where termination analyzes are obtained by �rst ab-stracting a given program by replacing each term with its size as determined bya suitable norm function. The resulting abstract program expresses relations onthe sizes of the programs argument positions. The binary clauses of the abstractprogram express relations on the sizes of argument positions in subsequent calls.Syntactically, abstract programs are de�ned over a �rst order constraint logiclanguage denoted CLP(N ) with predicate symbols �0 = �, function symbols�0 = N [f+=2g and variables from V. The set of terms that can be constructedfrom �0 and V, also called size expressions, is denoted T (�0;V). Constraintsin CLP(N ) are conjunctions of f=;�;�; <;>g relations on T (�0;V), sometimedenoted as sets.A solution for a (conjunctive) constraint � is an assignment to the variablesof � which satis�es �. The set of solutions which satisfy a constraint � is denoted[�]c. The underlying constraint structure is associated with the standard notionsof constraint satisfaction and entailment. A constraint � is satis�ed if [�]c 6= ;.A constraint �1 entails �2 if [�1]c � [�2]c. The partial order on constraints �cis the following :c1 �c c2 () [c1]c � [c2]cClauses in CLP(N ) take the form h  �; b1; : : : ; bn where � is a constraint,and h; b1; : : : ; bn are atoms constructed with predicate symbols from � andterms from T (�0;V). If n = 0 the object is called a constrained atom. If n � 1the object is a constrained binary clause.In some of the following de�nitions it is more convenient to use a normalizedrepresentation of abstract objects. For example if p(�t)  � is a constrained9



atom then an alternative equivalent representation is p( �X ) �^h �X = �ti where�X are distinct variables and h �X = �ti is a shorthand for fX1 = t1; : : : ;Xn = tng.Other objects can be represented in this normal form in a similar way.A ground instance of a (normalized) CLP(N ) clause C = h  �; �b is aninstance of h  �b such that the assignment of natural numbers to the variablesof h and �b satis�es �. The set of all ground instances of C is denoted [C ].The partial order on CLP(N ) clauses is the following. Let C1 and C2 beCLP(N ) clauses. We say that C1 subsumes C2, denoted C2 � C1, if [C2] �[C1]. The induced equivalence relation is denoted �. Our abstract domainis the power set of binary CLP(N ) clauses modulo this notion of equivalence}(=N = �). For notational simplicity we denote it by }(=N ), and note that as apower set domain, disjunctive information can be expressed. This has the samee�ect as in [26] where the authors use interpretations with (possibly in�nite)distributive constraints allowed. Therefore the least upper bound is simply setunion, the minimal element is the empty set and the maximal element is =N .The partial order on this domain is de�ned as:I1 v I2 () [x2I1 [x ] � [y2I2 [y ]The relation between the concrete and the abstract domains is determinedby a norm which maps concrete terms to abstract terms. The norm functionswe use are termed symbolic norms. Symbolic norms are similar to semi-linearnorms as de�ned in [6], but variables are mapped to variables. Symbolic normsare equivalent to the norm based abstractions de�ned in [40] for semi linearnorms.De�nition 5.1 [31] (symbolic norm)A symbolic norm is a function k� k : T (�;V)! T (�0;V) such thatktk = ( c+ nPi=0 aiktik if t = f (t1; : : : ; tn)t if t is a variablewhere c and a1; : : : ; an are non negative integer constants depending only onf =n.Example 4 Two frequently used norm mappings are the term-size norm whichcounts the number of edges in the term tree, and the list-length norm whichcounts the number of elements in a list.ktkTermSize = ( n+ nPi=0 ktikTermSize if t = f (t1; : : : ; tn)t if t is a variablektkListLength = ( 1 + kXskListLength if t = [X jXs]t if t is a variable0 otherwise10



The following table shows concrete terms and the result of applying the termsize and list length symbolic norms.concrete term t ktkTermSize ktkListLength[a; b; c] 6 3[X ;Y ;Z ] 6 + X +Y + Z 3[X ;Y jZs] 4 + X +Y + Zs 2 + Zsf (X ; g(Y )) 3 + X +Y 0f (a; g(b)) 3 0A symbolic norm is applied to an arbitrary syntactic object s by replacingthe terms occurring in s by their sizes. The result of applying the list-lengthnorm on program clauses is demonstrated in Figure 2(b) below.It is important to note that introducing variables into the range of the normfunction provides a simple mechanism to express dependencies between the sizesof terms. For example the atom append(A;B ;A+B) speci�es a relation in whichthe size of the third argument is equal to the sum of the sizes of the �rst twoarguments.The relation between the abstract and concrete domains is formalized asa Galois insertion. Concrete clauses are abstracted by replacing terms by thecorresponding size expressions. An abstract (constrained) clause describes aconcrete clause if the sizes of the arguments in the concrete object satisfy theconstraints in the abstract object.De�nition 5.2 (abstraction and concretization)� : }(=)! }(=N )  : }(=N )! }(=)�(I ) = � ka  bk �� a  b 2 I 	 (I) = � c �� � 2 I; kck � � 	The following lemma is a straightforward consequence of De�nition 5.2.Lemma 5.3 (}(=); �; }(=N ); ) is a Galois insertion.The operational semantics and the binary unfolding semantics for CLP(N )programs can both be formalized using standard techniques for constraint logiclanguages as described for example in [26] or in [28]. The following de�nitionillustrates an operator for the binary unfoldings of a CLP(N ) program Pk�k.For CLP(N ) atoms a = p(t1; : : : ; tn) and a 0 = p(s1; : : : ; sn ) we write a = a 0 asan abbreviation for the conjunction of equations n̂i=1 (ti = si). For a constraint� and a set of variables S we denote by �9(�)S the projection of � onto S .De�nition 5.4 (abstract binary unfoldings semantics)T �Pk�k : }(=N )! }(=N ) 11



T �Pk�k(I) =8>>>>><>>>>>: h  �; b ����������� C = h  �0; b1; : : : ; bm 2 Pk�k; 1 � i � m;haj  �j ii�1j=1<<C I;ai  �i ; b <<C I [ id ; i < m ) b 6= true�0 = �0 îj=1 (�j ^ fbj = ajg)� = �9(�0)vars(hh;bi) 9>>>>>=>>>>>;bin unf �(Pk�k) = lfp(T �Pk�k)The correctness of the operator in De�nition 5.4, namely that bin unf (P) �(bin unf �(Pk�k)) follows from the framework of generalized semantics and ab-stract interpretation for constraints logic programs introduced in [26].It is important to note that the domain of CLP(N ) binary clauses does notsatisfy the ascending chain condition. Most of the abstract interpretation basedargument relations analyzes for logic programs described in the literature di�erprimarily in the way they further approximate this abstract domain to obtain�nite analyzes. For example, in [40, 29], a technique is described to derive a�neinter-argument relations using linear equations, in [4, 14] the authors proposepolyhedral approximations combined with a convex hull operation as a leastupper bound and a widening, and in [31, 7] the authors use disjunctions ofmonotonicity and equality constraints.Figure 2 illustrates a Prolog program for mergesort together with its list-length abstraction, and approximations of the inter-argument relations for thesplit predicate obtained using the two latter abstract domains.6 A Su�cient Condition for TerminationThe classic approach to termination analysis (see for example [34]) uses the wellfounded ordering method by Floyd ([21]). Proving termination of a programnaturally focuses on the possible sources for non-termination, i.e loops. Proofsinvolve showing that consecutive iterations of the loop decrease the value ofsome expression related to the execution (e.g. the size of the program state)which belongs to a well founded set W . Since W does not contain in�nitedecreasing sequences, termination is guaranteed.Termination proofs for logic programs are also usually based on well foundedorders. The objects measured are the terms in the clause atoms. The notion of alevel mapping for measuring atoms was introduced by [8] and used in [1, 3, 17, 5]for proving termination of logic programs.De�nition 6.1 (level mapping)A level mapping for a program P is a function j j : BP �! N of ground atomsto natural numbers. For A 2 BP , jAj is the level of A.De�nition 6.2 An atom A is called bounded with respect to a level mappingj j, if j j is bounded on the set of ground instances of A.12



mergesort([ ]; [ ]):mergesort([X ];[X ]):mergesort([X ;Y jXs ];Ys) split([X ;Y jXs ];X1s ;X2s);mergesort(X1s;Y1s );mergesort(X2s;Y2s );merge(Y1s ;Y2s ;Ys):split([ ]; [ ]; [ ]):split([X jXs]; [X jYs];Zs) split(Xs;Zs ;Ys):merge([ ];Xs ;Xs):merge(Xs ; [ ];Xs):merge([X jXs]; [Y jYs ]; [X jZs]) X � Y ;merge(Xs; [Y jYs ];Zs):merge([X jXs]; [Y jYs ]; [Y jZs ]) X > Y ;merge([X jXs];Ys ;Zs):(a) The mergesort relation
mergesort(0;0):mergesort(1;1):mergesort(2+Xs ;Ys) split(2+ Xs ;X1s ;X2s);mergesort(X1s;Y1s);mergesort(X2s;Y2s);merge(Y1s;Y2s ;Ys):split(0;0; 0):split(1+Xs ; 1 +Ys ;Zs) split(Xs;Zs ;Ys):merge(0;Xs ;Xs):merge(Xs; 0;Xs):merge(1 +Xs ; 1 +Ys ; 1 + Zs) X � Y ;merge(Xs; 1 +Ys ;Zs):merge(1 +Xs ; 1 +Ys ; 1 + Zs) X > Y ;merge(1 +Xs ;Ys ;Zs):(b) The abstract mergesortrelationsplit(A;B ;C ) fA = B ;A = Cg:split(A;B ;C ) fA = B ;C < Ag:split(A;B ;C ) fB < A;C < Ag:split(A;B ;C ) fD < A;F < B ;C = Eg;split(D;E ;F ):split(A;B ;C ) fD < A;E < B ;F < Cg;split(D;E ;F ):split(A;B ;C ) fD < A;F < B ;E < Cg;split(D;E ;F ):(c) Size dependencies for splitusing monotonicity and equalityconstraints
split(A;B ;C )  � A = B +C ; C � 0;B �C � 1; B �C � 0 � :split(A;B ;C )  8><>: B +C � E + F + 1;A+ E + F = B +C + D;B � 1; C � 0; D � 0;E � 0;F � 0 9>=>; ;split(D;E ;F ):(d) Size dependencies for splitusing polyhedral approximationsFigure 2: The mergesort relation, its list-length abstraction, and inter-argumentrelations for the split relation 13



Some of the termination proofs which consider the selection rule and espe-cially left termination proofs use the notion of acceptability (de�ned in [2]) withrespect to a level mapping.De�nition 6.3 Let P be a program, j j a level mapping for P and I a (notnecessarily herbrand) interpretation of P. A clause of P is called acceptablewith respect to j j and I if I is its model and for every ground instance A  B1; : : : ;Bi�1;Bi ; : : : ;Bn of it such that I j= B1; : : : ;Bi�1 then jAj > jBi j.The information on the program's model is usually is obtained by a separateinter-argument relations analysis. The condition of acceptability was relaxed in[3] to semi-acceptability which requires that a strict decrease will be shown onlyfor (direct or indirect) recursive body atoms, and that a weak decrease will beshown for other body atoms to ensure that if an initial goal is bounded then soare all the consecutive calls. For acceptable and semi-acceptable programs ter-mination is proved for any initial goal that is bounded with respect to the givenlevel mapping. In [17] the authors extend this to the notion of acceptability forany set of atoms S , not necessarily ground. The advantage is that boundednessof a call can now be determined using any mode or rigidity analysis. Thereforeit is su�cient to show a strict decrease from every instance of the head uni�edwith an atom from S to the corresponding instances of recursive body atoms.The advantage of our framework is that all the information needed is em-bedded in the binary clauses. Since we have already shown that the terminationbehavior of a program P is equivalent to that of bin unf (P), the terminationproof in our case is performed directly on approximations of bin unf (P). Usingapproximations of binary unfoldings simpli�es the proof, since the argumentrelations which are computed using the abstract size relations domain are ap-plied to the binary unfoldings. Therefore the termination condition is observeddirectly from the abstract binary unfoldings.Our termination condition is similar to the one used in most terminationproofs. However, the following relaxations are possible. First there is no needto prove acceptability, since the clauses are binary. So it is su�cient to show astrict decrease from the head to the (single) body atom. Moreover, it is su�cientto consider only the \direct recursive" binary clauses, i.e the clauses where thehead and the body atoms have the same predicate symbol. This is due to thefact that binary clauses are closed under unfolding. An additional relaxationobserved in [31] is the following: it is su�cient to test only the (abstract) callsand binary clauses which unifying the call and the binary clause head resultsin a new call pattern in the clause body which is equivalent to the current callpattern. All of the above conditions are explained in proposition 6.5.Boundedness in our context means that the result of applying the symbolicnorm on the relevant term will be ground. We recall the notion of instantiatedenough with respect to a symbolic norm which is closely related to that ofrigidity (see for example [6]). 14



De�nition 6.4 [31] (instantiated enough)A term t is instantiated enough with respect to a symbolic norm k � k if ktk isan integer (i.e does not contain variables).Example 5 The list of variables [X1;X2;X3] is instantiated enough with re-spect to the list length symbolic norm since k[X1;X2;X3]kListLength = 3 how-ever it is not instantiated enough with respect to the term size norm sincek[X1;X2;X3]kTermSize = X1 + X2 +X3 + 6In the following we assume a combined abstract domain representing bothsize relations and instantiation information with respect to a given symbolicnorm. Size relations are obtained as described in section 5. Instantiation in-formation can be obtained by performing any standard groundness analysis onthe abstract program, such as that based on the Prop domain ([11, 9]). Theoperations on this domain consist of the standard operation on both domains.We denote by mgu� the abstract most general uni�er over this combined do-main. The analysis is for any initial atomic goal which is described by an initialgoal description G�0 . In practice, G�0 will describe only instantiation informa-tion to specify the \input" and \output" argument positions of the initial query(leaving the sizes unconstrained). Let us denote by B the (�nite) set of abstractbinary clauses which approximates the binary unfoldings of P over the abstractdomain, and by C the (�nite) set of abstract atoms describing the calls that arisein the computations of the initial goals described by G�0 . These are determinedbased on (the abstract version of) Proposition 4.2.Proposition 6.5 Let � = h  b 2 B and c 2 C such that � = mgu�(h; c)and that b� � c. And let i1; : : : ; ik be the argument positions which are instan-tiated enough both in h� and in b�. We denote them by (h�)i1 ; : : : ; (h�)ik and(b�)i1; : : : ; (b�)ik . Then if for each such � 2 B and c 2 C there exists a func-tion f such that f ((h�)i1 ; : : : ; (h�)ik ) > f ((b�)i1 ; : : : ; (b�)ik ) then G0 terminateswith P.In practice the function f for measuring the head and the body argument po-sitions is usually the sum or some linear combination of the relevant (abstract)arguments. Also note that if mgu�(h; c) exists and b� � c, then the head andthe body of the binary clause have the same predicate symbol.Proof. By contradiction, assume the premise of the proposition and thatG0 is non-terminating with P . Then by Theorem 4.3 G0 is non-terminatingalso with bin unf (P) and there exists an in�nite (concrete) chain of relatedcalls generated by G0 and bin unf (P). Since the number of abstract binaryunfoldings and calls is �nite, this chain must have an in�nite sub-chain which isgenerated by a set of binary unfolding B and calls C which are approximated bya single abstract binary clause � and a single abstract call pattern c. Moreover� and c satisfy the assumptions given in the proposition. But since we have15
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merge merge mergeFigure 3: Termination condition for mergesortshown that for each such binary clause and call a strict decrease from the headto the body arguments which are instantiated enough, then this chain cannotbe in�nite. 2Figure 3 depicts the pairs of abstract calls and binary clauses for the merge-sort program of Example 2. Each pair is indicated as a graph with black andwhite nodes, similar to the graphs in [31]. Argument positions which are de-termined as instantiated enough are depicted as black nodes. Arrows betweennodes indicate a strict decrease in the size of the corresponding argument posi-tions. An edge indicates that the argument positions are of equal size. Termi-nation for the mergesort program is determined by observing that each pair ofthe binary clauses in the �gure contains a strict decrease in size from a blacknode in the head to a black node in the body. Notice that only the \recursive"binary clauses with their corresponding call patterns need to be considered.7 ImplementationWe have implemented a termination analyzer based on the meta-interpreter ofFigure 1 abstracted to maintain size and instantiation information expressed inCLP(N ) and Prop [11] respectively. The analyzer and the source code are avail-able for experimentation from http://www.cs.bgu.ac.il/~taboch/TerminWeb.16



The implementation adopts a semi-naive evaluation strategy which also takesinto account the strongly connected components in the program's call graph.The system uses the constraint solver library over the reals CLP(R) [27] pro-vided by SICStus Prolog [39]. To obtain �nite analyzes, the system supportstwo alternative strategies: the polyhedral based approach (with widening) asdescribed in [4]; and the use of disjunctions of equality and monotonicity con-straints as described in [31]. Using either method, the analysis produces a �niteset of abstract binary unfoldings for a given program. Both of the methodsintegrate into our semantic basis and are easily implemented using constraintlogic programming technology.The analysis which determines instantiation dependencies is implementedusing the approach described in [9] (for logic programs) and using the interpreterof Figure 1 to obtain the corresponding information on the instantiation of termsin the binary unfoldings and calls.The use of the constraint solver simpli�es the operations on both abstractdomains. The method adapted from [31] was originally described (and im-plemented) using weighted graphs. The use of constraints also improves thee�ciency of the implementation considerably, since the constraints on pairs ofargument positions are obtained using an entailment check on each pair of argu-ment positions. The implementation of the polyhedral approximations followsthe approach described in [4]. All of the operations on this domain: projection,convex hull and widening are implemented using the constraints solver. In ad-dition we apply the approach described in [4, 13] where the widening is delayedfor several iterations to obtain more precise results.In the implementation, the function f described in Proposition 6.5 is thesum function. We check that the sum of some argument positions is strictlydecreasing from the head to the body. We use the constraint solver to detectthis in the following way: Consider a recursive binary clause p  �; p 0 and leth1; : : : ; hk and b1; : : : ; bk be the instantiated enough argument positions of pand p 0 respectively. If � ^ fh1 � b1; : : : ; hk � bkg is an inconsistent system ofconstraints (one check with the CLP(R) constraint solver) then it implies thatfor some argument positions fi1; : : : ; ing � f1; : : : ; kginXj=1 hj > inXj=1 bj :The analysis consists of two main stages: the �rst one is goal independentwhere given a logic program and the de�nition of a symbolic norm, it is ab-stracted to a CLP(N ) program and the binary unfoldings of the program arecomputed over the size relations and instantiation domains. In the second stagean initial atomic goal is given and the system computes all the abstract calls andchecks the calls with corresponding binary clauses for the termination condition.The advantage of the binary unfoldings approach is that the goal independentanalysis (which is more time consuming) can be performed only once and sev-17



eral queries can be tested in a relatively fast analysis. The implementation canbe tuned by several parameters. For example, the choice of symbolic norm, theabstract domain for size dependencies (e.g. polyhedral approximations or mono-tonicity and equality constraints), and the number of iterations before applyingwidening in the polyhedra domain.We have found that in general, the system performs best when tuned toapply polyhedral approximations for binary clauses of the form h  true (i.e.answer patterns) and monotonicity and equality constraints for other binaryclauses. For instance the mergesort example of Figure 3 (which is often consid-ered di�cult for termination analysis) is obtained this way (and also by delayingthe widening for four iterations). This is also the default setting provided byour system, and used in almost all the results shown in Figure 4. The e�ciencyis due to the fact that in the convex polyhedra domain iterations are kept smallsince only one atom for each predicate symbol is kept in the interpretation. It isalso in general more accurate since this domain is able to express more complexsize relations on more than two argument positions. In the recursive binaryclauses we are usually interested in relations between head and body argumentpositions. The monotonicity and equality constraints are su�cient to capturethese. Moreover such relations are sometimes lost in the widening if polyhedralapproximations are used.The analyzer has been tested on a large suit of benchmarks, including all ofthose mentioned in the extensive experiments described in [32]. The experimentshave been performed on a one processor 167 MHZ Sparc Ultra with 256 MByteof memory running Solaris 2.5.1. The table in Figure 4 shows the results of thetermination analysis for some of the programs analyzed in [32]. Most of themwere used in other works that deal with termination ([15, 3, 37]). The resultsare ordered by the size of the program (number of clauses) which vary from twoto 128 clauses. The columns of the table describe the results in the followingorder: the program analyzed, the norm applied (T for term-size and L for list-length), the time for the goal independent stage (in seconds), the initial abstractquery (given as an abstract atom where the argument positions are abstractedas b and f for input (bound) and output (free) argument positions), the resultof the analysis (Y if the system proves termination and N otherwise), the timefor the query analysis (in seconds), and total analysis time (which is the sum ofthe times in both stages).In general the results of the analysis are similar to the results in [32] sincethe same norms are used and therefore the same size relations are obtained.An exception are two cases (mergesort and permute2 from [37]) where usingthe polyhedral approximations domain enables us to prove termination, whichcannot be proved using the monotonicity and equality constraints used in [32].The times compared [32] are similar for small programs but considerably fasterfor the larger programs tested. 18



Program Norm Time Query Ans Time Totalappend L 0.24 append(b,f,f) Y 0.05 0.29append(f,f,b) Y 0.06 0.30append(f,b,f) N 0.06 0.30sum T 0.19 sum(f,b,f) Y 0.11 0.30sum(f,f,b) Y 0.10 0.29reverse L 0.21 reverse(b,f,f) Y 0.05 0.26reverse(b,f,b) Y 0.06 0.27ordered L 0.06 ordered(b) Y 0.01 0.07fold L 0.16 fold(b,b,f) Y 0.07 0.23ack T 1.05 ack(b,b,f) Y 0.09 1.14append3 L 0.30 append3(b,b,b,f) Y 0.08 0.38append3(f,b,b,b) N 0.08 0.38even-odd T 0.14 even(b) Y 0.03 0.17odd(b) Y 0.03 0.17naive rev L 0.33 reverse(b,f) Y 0.08 0.41permute1 L 0.27 permute(b,f) Y 0.09 0.36permute2 L 0.39 perm(b,f) Y 0.11 0.50minsort L 0.69 minsort(b,f) N 0.16 0.85�b t T 0.76 �b(b,f) Y 0.24 1.00quicksort L 1.57 qs(b,f) Y 0.37 1.94grammar T 0.24 goal Y 0.06 0.30mergesort L 1.85 mergesort(b,f) Y 0.45 2.30sublist L 0.41 sublist(b,b) N 0.07 0.48queens T 0.50 queens(b,f) Y 0.19 0.69blocks T 0.46 tower(b,b,b,f) N 0.09 0.55turing T 1.08 turing(b,b,b,f) N 0.11 1.19occur T 0.63 occurall(b,b,f) Y 0.20 0.83money T 2.14 money(f,f,f,f,f,f,f,f) Y 0.30 2.44mmatrix T 1.18 mmultiply(b,b,f) Y 0.21 1.39trans m(b,f) N 0.14 1.32deriv T 0.85 d(b,b,f) Y 0.08 0.93aiakl T 8.60 init vars(b,b,f,f) Y 2.26 10.86plan T 3.25 transform(b,b,f) N 0.41 3.66credit T 1.32 credit(b,f) Y 0.51 1.83bid T 2.11 bid(b,f,f,f) Y 0.61 2.72browse T 4.08 main N 1.49 5.57rdtok T 11.44 goal N 2.15 13.59peephole T 12.24 peephole opt(b,f) N 1.74 13.98read T 45.90 goal N 4.76 50.66boyer T 8.94 tautology(b) N 0.72 9.66ann T 20.00 go(b) N 3.27 23.27Figure 4: Termination Analysis Results19



8 ConclusionsWe have provided a formal semantic basis for the termination analysis of logicprograms based on a notion of binary unfoldings. This provides a simple yetnovel approach to the design of termination analyzers and is of practical use. Tosubstantiate this claim we demonstrate a simple Prolog interpreter for binaryunfoldings. When combined with a suitable abstract domain the interpreterprovides an implementation vehicle for a termination analyzer. We have imple-mented a termination analyzer in this way, using two abstract domains recentlydescribed in the literature. The advantage in our approach is that the relationsbetween consecutive calls in a computation is observed from within the seman-tics. Hence abstractions of the semantics can provide information from whichwe can reason about termination directly.As a topic for future work, we propose to focus on the integration of recentdevelopments in the study of termination analysis for logic programs into thesemantic based approach proposed in this paper. In particular, new ideas on:inferring norms automatically [19] and on well-quasi orders and homeomorphicembedding [30].References[1] K. R. Apt and D. Pedreschi. Studies in Pure Prolog: Termination. InJ. W. Lloyd, editor, Computational Logic, pages 150{176. Springer-Verlag,Berlin, 1990.[2] K. R. Apt and D. Pedreschi. Reasoning about termination of pure prologprograms. Information and Computation, 106(1):109{157, Sept. 1993.[3] K. R. Apt and D. Pedreschi. Modular termination proofs for logic andpure prolog programs. In Advances in Logic Programming Theory, pages183{229. Oxford University Press, 1994.[4] F. Benoy and A. King. Inferring argument size relationships with clp(r).In Sixth International Workshop on Logic Program Synthesis and Trans-formation (LOPSTR'96), 1996.[5] M. Bezem. Characterizing Termination of Logic Programs with Level map-pings. In E. L. Lusk and R. A. Overbeek, editors, Proceedings of theNorth American Conference on Logic Programming, pages 69{80, Cleve-land, Ohio, USA, 1989.[6] A. Bossi, N. Cocco, and M. Fabris. Proving Termination of Logic Programsby Exploiting Term Properties. In S. Abramsky and T. Maibaum, editors,Proc. TAPSOFT'91, volume 494 of Lecture Notes in Computer Science,pages 153{180. Springer-Verlag, Berlin, 1991.20
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